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Abstract
The study examines the market reaction to bonus share announcements in the Indian Stock Market of CNX 500 stocks for the period 2013 and 2014 using event study methodology. The AAR on -15 day is found to be positive and significant which shows the leakage of information before the event. The CAAR is found to be positive from -15 day to +7 days supporting the signaling hypothesis of bonus share announcements. The negative CAAR from +8 to +30 days supports the trading range hypothesis.
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1. Introduction
A company uses a bonus issue to convert cash reserves into share capital. This process is an accounting procedure used to convert profits which the company has retained into share capital. This is achieved by creating a number of new shares and then giving them to existing shareholders. Shareholders do not have to pay for these shares because the cash which has been converted into share capital already belongs to shareholders. To give bonus shares to investors, a company builds a reserve by retaining a part of its profit over the years (the part that is not paid as dividend). When these free reserves increase, the company transfers a part of the money into the capital account, from which it issues bonus shares. The purpose of issuing bonus shares is to increase liquidity in the stock and hand out the available distributable net worth in a cash-neutral manner. The effect of a bonus issue is to increase the number of shares in issue and as a result reduce the price per share. Shareholders are aware that, after the bonus issue, companies usually increase total dividend payout. This, in turn, indicates the confidence of management in the company’s future. Consequently, the share price may increase in response to this information and affects shareholders’ wealth. Bonus issues in the U.S. and in other markets are associated with positive market reaction around the announcement day [Odumbe (2010) [13], Balachandran, FaF & Jong (2005)[1]. One of the explanations for the positive market reaction is the expected increase in trading liquidity following bonus issues. However, the empirical evidence on the trading liquidity effect is not convincing and empirical results show contrary evidence to Huddart & Ke (2007) [6], Brooks & Graham (2005)[2] and Papaioannou & Travlos (2000) [14].

McNichols and Dravid (1990) [12] provided further evidence to support the signaling hypothesis by examining the relationship between the size of a stock dividend (or split factor) and the degree of abnormal returns around the announcement dates. Their findings suggested a positive relationship between stock dividend size and abnormal return; that is, the larger the stock dividend, the greater the signaling benefits. However, a study in U.S. by Papaioannou and Travlos (2000)[14] analyzed the price reaction to stock dividend announcements by firms listed on the Athens Stock Exchange found statistically insignificant abnormal returns on and around the announcement date. Malhotra et al. (2007) [11] explained the fact that most stock dividend distributions are compulsory requirements imposed upon the firms to satisfy regulatory requirements and shareholder approval must be sought regarding the size and terms of the distributions.
Effects of Bonus Issue
Bonus shares do not directly affect a company’s performance. The following are the major indirect effects of bonus issues.

- Share capital gets increased according to the bonus issue ratio
- Liquidity in the stock increases
- Effective Earnings per share, Book Value and other per share values stand reduced
- Markets take the action usually as a favorable act
- Accumulated profits get reduced
- A bonus issue is taken as a sign of the good health of the company.

Though, bonus shares do not cost to shareholders technically, bonus shares are not free. Companies do not generally distribute their entire profits to the stockholders as dividends. A fairly large part of the profit is retained and added on to what is commonly called the reserves of the company.

2. Review of Literature
Odumbe (2010)[3] investigated the information content of bonus issue announcement by companies quoted at the Nairobi Stock Exchange. In the study, evaluative research design and event methodology was used. The 54 active companies trading shares at the Nairobi Stock Exchange were targeted. The period of study was from 2000-2010. The study found that information of bonus issue announcement can be used by the investors for making abnormal returns at any point of the announcement period. The studies of Wu, Wang & Yao (2005)[19], Kim & Limpaphayom (2000)[9] and Rankine & Stice (1997)[17] had found similar returns and significant increase in trading volume. Josipura & Unnisa (2013)[7] examined the stock price reaction to stock dividend announcement by firms listed on the Athens stock exchange and found that there was no statistically significant abnormal returns on and around the announcement of bonus issue. Huddart & Ke (2007)[6] and Dravid (1987)[3] also found the similar results in their studies. The result was found to be insignificant and inferred that the trading volume was decreased after the issue.

Jyoti (2014)[8] attempted to find the impact of bonus issue on stock prices of the companies and found to have negative impact on stock prices due to the announcement. According to the study, the negative outcome was due to the informational leakages in the market which resulted in the high abnormal returns before the bonus share announcement and declined after the announcement. Another reason was that the dilution of equity combined with unchanged profits that had driven down the EPS and also decreased the stock price proportionately after the bonus share announcement. The findings of Ramachandran (1985)[16] supported the results of the study.

3. Rationale of the study
The study is motivated by the fact that bonus offer is a well-known phenomenon in the Indian markets. A number of studies have already been undertaken to study the price and liquidity effects associated with bonus effects in the past in developed markets like the US and also emerging markets, including India. Though there are many studies that have documented the evidence of positive price effect associated with stock dividend, a lot of differences do exist in the results in different time frames and in different markets. There are mixed results for volatility changes around different corporate announcements. Hence the present study is an attempt to study the volatility of stock prices around bonus issue announcements.

4. Objectives and Hypothesis
Objectives
1. To examine the stock market reaction to bonus shares announcements of CNX Nifty companies.
2. To examine whether there is any abnormal returns around the announcement date of the bonus shares.

Hypotheses
H1: There is significant impact on stock prices around the announcements of bonus shares.
H2: There is significant difference in excess returns in the pre-announcement and post announcement period around bonus shares.

5. Sample and Data
Sample
The stocks that announced bonus shares among the stocks listed in CNX Nifty of NSE during the year 2013 and 2014 have been considered as the sample. The CNX Nifty is a well-diversified 50 stock index accounting for 22 sectors of the economy where 18 stocks have announced stock dividend during the selected study period. Stocks that have any price sensitive or lack of information during the event window (-30 days to +30 days) are eliminated from the study. Stocks with industry name and date of stock dividend announcement during the selected study period are listed in the Annexure.

Data
Three sets of data have been used in this study.

- The first set of data consists of bonus share announcement made by the sample stocks which was collected from capitaline database. This includes the dates on which bonus shares were announced by the stocks.
- The second set of data consists of daily-adjusted closing prices of the selected stocks from NSE. Daily-adjusted closing prices are assumed to reflect the consensus of the market participants regarding price of the stock at the end of the trading.
- The third set of data consists of CNX 500 index of ordinary share prices complied and published by NSE on daily basis. These data have been collected from NSE website (http://www.nseindia.com/).

6. Methodology
The study is descriptive in nature and secondary data has been used. In this study, the two stage approach is used. The
first stage consists of estimation parameters like beta based on the ex-post returns on stocks, market index and expected returns on each of the stocks based on the market model. In the second stage, the estimated parameters are used to calculate abnormal returns around the source date. In this research, the date of stock dividend announcement is defined as day 0 or source day. If source day is a non-trading day then the immediately following trading day is considered as source day. It can also be mentioned as event day. Pre-announcement period includes 30 trading days prior to the stock dividend announcement i.e. days -30 to -1. Post-announcement period includes 30 trading days after the stock dividend announcement i.e. days +1 to +30. Thus, the event window of 61 trading days (including day 0 as the source day) have been considered for the study. The estimated ARs are averaged across securities to calculate Average Abnormal Returns (AARs) and AARs are cumulated to ascertain Cumulative Average Abnormal Returns (CAARs). In this study, the following simplified model of regression is used for estimating the expected returns on each security by taking the actual returns on market.

\[ \text{ExpectedReturn} = E(R_{it}) = a_i + \beta_i R_{mt} \]

Where,
- \( E(R_{it}) \) = Expected return on security \( 'i' \) during time period \( 't' \) 
- \( a_i \) = Intercept of a straight line or alpha coefficient of \( i^{th} \) security 
- \( \beta_i \) = Slope of a straight line or beta coefficient of \( i^{th} \) security 
- \( R_{mt} \) = Expected return on index (CNX Nifty index in this study) during period \( 't' \)

Following are the models used for calculations:

**Abnormal returns (ARs)**

\[ AR_{it} = R_{it} - E(R_{it}) \]

Where,
- \( R_{it} \) = Actual returns 
- \( E(R_{it}) \) = Expected return on Security

**Average abnormal returns (AARs)**

\[ AAR = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} AR_{it}}{N} \]

Where,
- \( i \) = Number of securities in the study 
- \( N \) = Total number of securities in the portfolio 
- \( t \) = Days surrounding the event day

**Cumulative Average Abnormal Returns (CAAR)**

\[ CAAR = \sum_{t=-30}^{+30} AAR_{it} \]

Where,
- \( t = -30, \ldots, 0, \ldots, +30 \)

**t Value for AAR**

\[ t(AAR) = \frac{AAR}{\frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}}} \]

Where,
- \( \sigma \) = Standard deviation 
- \( n \) = Number of records

7. Data Analysis and Discussion

The abnormal returns of individual security are averaged for each day surrounding the event day i.e. 31 days before the event day and 30 days after the event day. The AAR is the average deviation of actual returns of a security from the expected returns. CAAR provides information about the average price behavior of securities during the event window. CAAR is calculated by cumulating the average abnormal returns. To study the significance of returns and to test the hypotheses, t test is used. The Calculated AAR, CAAR and t value of AAR is presented in the Table 1. The following hypothesis is formulated to find out the impact of bonus share announcements on stock prices.

H1: There is significant impact on stock prices around the announcements of bonus shares.

Table 1 shows Average Abnormal Returns (AAR) and Cumulative Average Abnormal Returns (CAARs) around bonus shares issues for 61 days event window. In the Pre-announcement window of 30 days AAR is found to be positive for 15 days and negative for 15 days. In the Post-announcement window AAR is found to be positive for 11 days and negative for 19 days. On the Event Day AAR is found to be positive with a return of 0.61%. The AAR on -15 day is found to be 1.17% positive and significant at one percentage level. This shows that there is leakage of information of bonus share announcements. The CAAR is also found to be positive from -15 days to +7 days in the event window which shows that stock dividend announcements has conveyed positive signals about the company to the stock market participants. Thus the study is consistent with signaling hypothesis documented by Foster & Vickrey (1978) [5], Woolridge (1983) [18], Grinblatt, et al (1984) [9], Lakonishok & Lev (1987), McNichols & Dravid (1990) [12].

The CAAR is found to be increasingly negative from +8 day to +30 day in the event window. Usually, after the bonus issue, the share price of the company gets adjusted according to the bonus ratio. For example, if the price before bonus is Rs 200 and a company issues bonus shares in the ratio of 1:1, the post-bonus share price will be Rs 100, which means that the total market value (2 x Rs 100=Rs 200) remains the same. This is because the declaration of the bonus shares will increase the paid up share capital and reduce the reserves and surplus (retained earnings) of the company. The total net worth (paid-up capital plus reserves and surplus) is not affected by the bonus issue. In fact, a bonus issue represents a recapitalization of reserves and surplus. It is merely an accounting transfer from reserves and surplus to paid-up capital.
Thus the stock market is efficient enough to absorb the information content of bonus share announcement and adjust the share prices. Hence the results are consistent with trading range hypothesis suggested by Grinblatt et al. (1984) that stock dividends help the share prices to move in a preferred price or normal range. This will enable more investors to trade in the share, thereby, increasing liquidity.

Table 2 shows CAAR for different event windows. The CAAR is found to be high of 3.62% in the event window (-30, 0) days. However CAAR is found to be positive and significant at 10% level in the event window (-10, 0) days with a return of 2.45%. This could be because of the positive sentiments that bonus share issues have brought into the market. In the event windows (0, +30) days and (0, +20) days CAAR is found to be negative and significant at 10% level. This is because of the adjustment of share prices with the issue of stock dividends. The Figure 1 shows the movement of AAR and CAAR around bonus share announcements in the 61 day event window. Thus the hypothesis H1 can be accepted since there are significant returns around bonus share announcements.
Results of Paired T –test of AAR and CAAR for Bonus Shares

To find out whether is significant difference in AAR and CAAR in the pre-announcement window and the post announcement window paired t- test is used and the following hypothesis is formed.

H2: There is significant difference in excess returns in the pre-announcement and post announcement period around bonus shares

Table 3 shows that the mean AAR in 61 days event window to be 0.01% and Mean CAAR to be 7.76%. The standard deviation of AAR is found to be 0.26% whereas standard deviation of CAAR is found to be 7.76%. The results of paired t test shows that there is no difference in excess return in the pre-announcement and post announcement period for AAR. But the paired t test results shows that there is significant difference in excess returns in the pre-event window and in the post event window.

Thus, the hypothesis H2 can be accepted for Cumulative Average Abnormal Returns (CAAR) and rejected for Average Abnormal Returns (AAR). This implies that if an investor holds a stock that issues bonus shares for a period of 61 days they can witness the difference in returns in the pre event window and in the post event window.

8. Conclusion

This paper studied the stock price reaction to the announcement of bonus shares of CNX 500 companies of National Stock Exchange for the period 2013 and 2014 using event study methodology. The significant results of AAR on -15 day and positive trend of CAAR around the announcements shows that the investors has anticipated the bonus share announcements which supports the signaling hypothesis. The significant negative returns of AAR and trend of CAAR in the post announcement period shows the stock price adjustment to bonus issues which supports the trading range hypothesis and liquidity hypothesis.

Annexure

Announcement of Bonus Shares by CNX Nifty Stocks during 2013 and 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Company Names</th>
<th>Announcement Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MothersonSumi</td>
<td>11/1/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Omaxe</td>
<td>30-10-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Alembic</td>
<td>8/9/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ajanta Pharma</td>
<td>29-07-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Container Corp</td>
<td>25-07-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sun Pharma</td>
<td>28-05-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Heritage Foods</td>
<td>17-07-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Torrent Pharma</td>
<td>30-05-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Larsen</td>
<td>22-05-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>AshokaBuildcon</td>
<td>5/10/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Emami</td>
<td>5/6/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>BalmerLawrie</td>
<td>26-03-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Rasoya Protein</td>
<td>2/11/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Infosys</td>
<td>10/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Nitin Fire Prot</td>
<td>30-09-2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Gruh Finance</td>
<td>4/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Mindtree</td>
<td>16-04-2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Raj Television</td>
<td>28-01-2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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